As part of the agreement, media organizations pay the News Fund $1,000 to underwrite commitment to diversity, the 2020 internship class was 47% students of color.” leading journalism schools before reporting to work for 10 to 12 weeks. Interns can be data intern in summer 2021.

Dow Jones News Fund is currently accepting applications from newsrooms to receive an considered. More than 130 newsrooms have learned the Table Stakes methodology. Fault Lines framing from the Maynard Institute to ensure DEI and anti-racist perspectives are The year-long program starting in January aims to help newsrooms develop and create Applications to join the 2021 Poynter Table Stakes program are due October 15. Poynter Table Stakes program seeks newsrooms webinar in its entirety and keep their web cameras on during the session. The session is October 15 at 10 a.m. CT/11 a.m.

Find out more at americaamplified.org/ implements an online webinar provided by fact-based, nonpartisan fact-checking organization PolitiFact. In our Sept. 23 national listening session about who has access to the American Dream, the Voices Network listening session to our talk show! This is wonderful to hear and we’re working to bring someone who attended the KOSU Local Q: Did anything surprise you about this form of engagement? Q: What are some of the results? Read this from Rachel Hubbard, executive director of KOSU: as an experiment in engagement during the 2020 election cycle. We sent 27,460 postcards to residents in four rural communities. We chose these engagement efforts around public

During the summer, we worked engagement in these communities and in person at local events. The goal was to create a baseline awareness in communities where people knew very little about KOSU. Go in with an open mind. The responses you receive may not be in the channels you

Network session on agriculture, participants said they recognized the station because they community Facebook groups. Prior to sending out the postcards, the engagement in these

We asked people who received the postcards to tell us something they felt we needed to know about their towns by joining our Groundsource texting club or by emailing or
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